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“We are industry leaders 
focused on the highest standards in safety”
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Bravo Target Safety is a one-stop-shop for safety services and products. Our nine 

strategic locations throughout Western Canada provide a robust suite of services to 

clients in Petrochemical, Construction, Engineering, and Pulp & Paper industries.

We are a growth and customer oriented
company. We are industry leaders focused
on the highest standards in safety.

Our team includes Safety Professionals with expertise in turnarounds, 
well control, emergency response and hydrocarbon firefighting. We 
use state-of-the-art H2S safety and medical services equipment and 
have one of the newest and largest fleets of fire trucks available in 
Western Canada. With operational bases located throughout Alberta, 
BC, and Saskatchewan, we offer an unprecedented level of service, 
support, and response time.

From plant turnarounds to completions, 
our priority is to get all workers home 
safely every day.

Our team is trained to respond to all types of industrial and oilfield 
emergencies. We choose the best people and provide them with the 
best training and equipment every day.
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Values

Mission

About Us

Bravo Target Safety is a provider of professional health and safety 
services dedicated to the highest standards within the industry. We 
have selected the strongest leaders, given them the best training and 
empowered them to be leaders both on and off-site. Bravo Target 
Safety is a one-stop-shop for all your industrial and oilfield safety, 
medical, and emergency services needs.

It is our duty to conduct all our operations in a safe and professional 
manner with accountability to our employees, clients, and other 
stakeholders. Our priority is to get all workers home safely every day.

Our vision is to become the most reliable, responsible, and respected 
safety services provider in Western Canada through our discipline and 
strong values.

Vision

Safety, Integrity, Discipline, Respect 

“We stand 
behind our 
people so 

 they can stand 
behind yours.”
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Our Core Services

• Corporate Safety

• Safety Training

• Facility / Plant Turnaround Safety 

• Gas Monitoring  

• Safety Equipment

• Office and Air/Office Trailers 

• H2S Safety Services

• Medical Services 

• Technical Rescue 

• Decontamination Shower Services 

• Fire Suppression Services

• Mobile Platforms 

• Hot Tap Services

• Freeze Services

• Well Control Services

Professional Services

Our staff have many years of field experience and provide an 
exemplary standard within the industry. They conduct their duties 
with the skill and demeanor demanded by the industry, and provide 
our clients with the peace of mind that comes from knowing they 
are receiving the very highest standard of professionalism and 
attention to detail. Bravo Target Safety’s commitment to excellence 
extends to providing skilled Health, Safety, and Environmental 
Inspection and Audit Personnel, including Canadian Registered 
Safety Professionals (CRSP), Construction Safety Officers (CSO), 
and additional personnel such as Rescue and Security Teams, all 
highly experienced in specialized field operations.

Bravo Target Safety: 

We stand behind our people so 

they can stand behind yours.
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Corporate Safety

• Facilities

• Pipeline

• Seismic

• Industrial Hygiene

• CAODC Rig Inspections & COR Audits

• ACSA Audits

• ASC Audits

• Environmental Inspections

Bravo Target Safety prides itself on setting the standards 
for others to follow. Our recruitment strategy focuses on proven 
individuals, particularly those who have been instrumental 
in improving the safety and environmental record within the 
industry during the last decade and beyond. With due diligence 
and zero tolerance for accidents and environmental incidents in 
the industry, Bravo Target Safety is able to show the way forward 
for our clients.

Our ability to work with our clients to establish and develop 
Health, Safety, and Environmental programs enables us to achieve 
our goal of ensuring our clients exceed the required governing 
legislation, recommended practices, and corporate objectives. 
Bravo target Safety provides a safer environment for all workers.

• Environmental Audits

• Legislative Compliance

• Accident/Incident Investigation
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Online Industrial Training

• H2S Training

• Aerial Lifts and Scissor Lifts

• Bear awareness

• Effective communication for supervisors

Safety Training

Training courses can be delivered at Bravo Target Safety’s 
training facilities or on location. Our facilities include a 
classroom as well as a 60 foot High Angle / Confined 
Space Rescue simulation tower.

• Mobile Confined Space Entry and Rescue Simulator

• Mobile Equipment Training

• Customer Orientations

• Customized Safety Training

Learn new skills, build your resume, and prepare for your 
upcoming practical training by taking industrial training 
courses online from our online industrial training school.

We offer a complete range of on-line 
industrial training including:

Bravo Target Safety maintains a staff of highly qualified instructors offering a variety 

of safety-related training. Each course is conducted according to industry standards and 

can be customized to meet the needs of our clients.
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• H2S Training

• Standard First Aid / CPR Level A or C

• Emergency First Aid

• Global Harmonized System (WHMIS)

• TDG Ground Disturbance Level II

• Fire Extinguisher Training

• Fire Watch / Spark Watch

• Fall Protection

• Fall Protection Rescue

• Confined Space Entry / Monitor

• Confined Space Rescue

• Gas Detection

• Nitrogen Safety

• Ammonia Awareness

• Hazard Assessment

• Customized Safety Training

• High Angle Rescue Training

• Mobile Confined Space Entry Rescue

• Mobile Equipment Training 

• Customer Orientations 

• Customized Safety Training

Practical Industrial Training
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Facility Plant / Turnaround Safety

Our safety team provides exemplary service including safety coordination 
and planning for turnaround, construction, and day to day field 
operations. We maintain and operate under strict Codes of Practice and 
provide leadership and expertise to you and your team, on and off site. 
We maintain a complete inventory of safety equipment for on-site use 
and rental purposes. We incorporate and apply new technology to our 
systems and provide first class equipment in our rental equipment fleet.

• Safety Advisors – NCSO/OH&S/CRSP

• Project Management – Coordinators

• Rescue Technicians – Confined space/high angle

• Safety Technicians – CSE/Breathing air, gas detection, fire watch 

• Factory Certified Technicians

Bravo Target Safety’s highly trained personnel provide a wide range of skills 

for all aspects relating to Turnaround Safety including, Confined Space Entry, 

High Angle Rescue, Safety Supervision, and Project Safety Coordination.
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Portable Monitors

MeshGuard is the leading gas detection 
system that is rapidly deployable in 
numerous industrial and remote monitoring 
applications. MeshGuard not only saves 
lives, but tens of thousands of dollars in 
regulation compliance and information 
processing. MeshGuard is fully supported by 
the ProRAE Guardian software platform.

Gas Monitoring

These are small, portable gas monitors designed to be carried 
without hindering the user. Weatherproof and sturdy, these 
units are ideally suited for rough field conditions. Oxygen, 
hydrogen sulphide, lower explosive levels, carbon monoxide, 
or other gases are quickly, easily, and dependably monitored 
and detected. A unit may be used as a single standalone
detector by placing it between the hazard and the worker.

“MeshGuard combines 
the most advanced gas 
detection technology 
for industrial safety 
applications with the latest 
in connected data systems”
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Medical Professionals

Medical Services

Bravo Target Safety employs highly trained medics of all designations to perform 
specific functions to support well head drilling and completions operations, facility 
and plant turnarounds as well as any remote event or condition.

All of our medics are fully trained in all areas of our operations and work under the 
close supervision of our medical manager and medical director. All EMS units and 
MTCs are fully equipped and stocked to respond to all emergency situations.

• Paramedics (EMT-P)

• Emergency Medical Technicians (EMT-A)

• Emergency Medical Responders (EMR)

• British Columbia, Level 3 Occupational First Aid Attendants (OFA III)

“All EMS units 
and MTCs are 
fully equipped 
and stocked 
to respond to 
all emergency 
situations”
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Technical Rescue

There are risks associated with working in elevated areas. 
Bravo Target Safety has a strong team of High Angle Rescue 
personnel that have the technical training, knowledge, 
experience, and expertise to perform rescues and provide 
relevant planning to help you complete high angle projects 
safely. Confined spaces present unique and complex risks 
including hazardous atmospheres and internal obstructions 
that make continuous work and rescue challenging. Our 
Rescue Technicians have received all the technical training 
and hands on experience to complete rescues, pre-entry 
plans, and hazard assessments. 

At Bravo Target Safety, we incorporate comprehensive 
training and innovative equipment systems for all potential 
emergencies that can arise in an industrial setting. Our 
team builds and assists our clients to create plans, while 
delivering the best quality emergency services to enhance 
response and to protect life.
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Decontamination Shower Unit Features

Decontamination Services

Bravo Target Safety shower trucks and trailers are designed for 
standby emergency services when pumping or handling hazardous 
fluids. They provide clean rooms, showers, and dirty rooms for 
use in decontamination. They filter the air and maintain negative 
pressure. The showers provide a continuous supply of hot water. 
All shower waste water is contained in tanks and then filtered to 
remove contamination upon discharge. All of our Decontamination 
units meet ANSI requirements.

• 900 gallons of temperature controlled potable water 

• 3 man decontamination bay

• 100% gray water recovery

• Optional patient recovery bunk units

• Complete drench showers/eye washes/midsection 
drench hoses

• 3 - pumps powered by independent inverters

• 30lb “Purple K” dry chemical fire extinguisher

• 2 - 4500 psi fire service SCBA

• First Aid Kit

• Complete inventory of corrosive resistant PPE
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Fire Suppression Services

At Bravo Target Safety we take pride in having one of 
the newest and best equipped fleets in the industry. 
Combo Units are equipped with Compressed Air 
Foam Systems or Dry Chemical systems and feature 
the latest in firefighting technology for multiple 
applications from fracking to emergency response. 
In addition, our vast inventory of water pumps will 
help contain and prevent tree top fires.

Compressed Air Foam is so effective because it attacks all sides of the fire tetrahedron by smothering the fire 
with a “uniform foam blanket,” depleting oxygen, and preventing it from combining with the fuel. 

CAFS Units are a self-contained system with absolutely no external resources needed to operate and are ready 
for immediate discharge. In addition to our fire/shower combination units and CAFS units we also have a 
significant inventory of dry chemical units and water pumps. Ideal for invert drilling or hot refueling. 

• Cools the fire by removing its energy

• Diminishes heat by insulating the fire 
and reflecting radiant heat

CAFS (Compressed Air Foam Systems)

All of our firefighters are highly trained to recognize 
potential sources of ignition and to mitigate the risks 
involved. They are equipped and experienced in 
extinguishing fires quickly and effectively, ensuring 
the loss of property and the risk to workers is kept to 
a minimum.

• 2000 gpm Hale centrifugal fire pump

• 900 gallons temperature controlled potable water

• 200 gallons combination Class A/B foam concentrate

• “Round the Pump” foam proportioner

• Top mount turret

• 2 - 2 1/2” ground monitors

• 500 lb. “Purple K” dry chemical vessel

• 2 - 30lb “Purple K” dry chemical fire extinguishers

Fire / Decontamination Unit Features

• 3 man decontamination bay

• 100% gray water recovery

• Patient recovery bunk

• 2 - 4500 psi fire service SCBAs (Self Contained 
Breathing Apparatus)

• Complete inventory of firefighting equipment

• Complete inventory of corrosive resistant PPE

• 1-4 gas personal monitor

• Prevents additional fuel from reacting with the fire by 
providing a barrier

• Available in various sizes from 16 gallon to 200 gallon
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Mobile Platforms

These platforms are designed to increase work efficiency and decrease service costs. 
They enable crews to work with unprecedented safety and security at heights up to 
24 feet on the well head and other applications. The self-contained power, hydraulic, 
and operating systems increase operating and setup flexibility for varying jobs. These 
platforms decrease costs by eliminating the need for heavy transport equipment such 
as pickers, loaders, and large crews to set up and establish scaffolding systems. Our 
efficient design reduces maintenance and ensures trouble free operation.

• Safe and secure

• 24 foot working height

• 3 foot wide flex stairs

• Platform maximum load - 1200 lbs

• Platform maximum crew - 4 people

• Floor opening width - 54”

• Floor opening depth - 60”

• Hydraulic outriggers

• Removable floor inserts

• 5000 lb fall arrest anchors

• Self closing access gates

• RevGuard positive air shutdown

• Ground remote control access

• Telescopic travel of 8 ft

• Side shift travel of 3 ft

• Vertical travel of 6-24 ft

• Secondary egress ladder

• Built in electric back up power pack

• Flashing amber light when activated

• Pickup truck towable

Articulated Mobile Platform Features

Bravo Target Safety has the specialized equipment and expertise to respond quickly
and efficiently to any oilfield or industrial emergency situation in Canada.
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Special Services

Bravo Target Safety has the specialized equipment and expertise to respond quickly
and efficiently to any oilfield or industrial emergency situation in Canada.

Utilizing state-of-the-art equipment, cutting edge H2S safety and medical 
services, and one of the newest and largest fleets of fire trucks in Western Canada, 
we can manage any oilfield or industrial emergency safely and efficiently.

Emergency Response

Well Control

“With nine operational bases in BC, Alberta and Saskatchewan, 
we offer an unprecedented level of service, support, and response time”

Our Special Services 
division provides 
further support with:

• Engineering support and risk management

• “1 call” 24 hour all services dispatch

• Specialized response team

• Onsite gas detection and offsite air quality Monitoring

• Roadblock & communications equipment

• Remote access fire-fighting units, breathing equipment, 

and medical services

Hot Tap Services

Freeze Services
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Applications

Hot Tap Services

Bravo Target Safety has the equipment and expertise to safely and efficiently perform
your hot tap service requirements. From the initial project assessment, our experienced 
special services staff, along with our engineering support team, will consult and advise 
best practices right through to the implementation of the project. Safety is paramount 
with all hot tap operations.

Hot Tapping is the controlled procedure of making a connection to existing in-service 
piping, valves, flanges, pressure vessels, or storage tanks by drilling a hole through 
the component while internal pressure or product is present. It is a safe and cost 
effective way to enter and connect to a component.

• Industrial Hot Tap

• Pipeline Hot Tap

• High Pressure and High Temperature Hot Tap

• Thermo-Well Hot Tap Installations

“Hot Tapping is cost effective and minimizes down time”

• Probe and Meter Installation

• Angle Hot Taps

• Storage Tank Taps

• Sour Service Hot Taps
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Freeze Services

Bravo Target Safety has the equipment and expertise to safely and efficiently 
perform all your freeze service requirements. Freezing is a method of placing 
a temporary barrier in order to isolate or close the inside diameter of a pipe, 
valve, or vessel to maintain pressure control to allow for valve replacement, 
pipe modifications, or mechanical repairs in a safe manner. It is a safe 
and cost effective way to isolate and control pressure to allow maintenance 
without killing a well, draining a vessel, or bleeding off a pipeline.

Applications Benefits

• Industrial freeze

• Valve installation and maintenance/repair

• Pipe section replacements and maintenance

• Equipment isolation

• Minimal down time

• Eliminates expensive kill fluids 

• Reduces or eliminates damages to fluid sensitive well bores

• Freeze plug can be held indefinitely

• Service can be done in a timely manner reducing risk

• Ability to freeze components and tubulars 

• Multi-string isolation
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People

Well Control

The Bravo Target Safety team has over 150 years of combined experience in 
well control, emergency response, and hydrocarbon firefighting in some of 
the harshest environments anywhere. Our experienced team of drilling and 
completions experts and support staff go right to work to help minimize property 
loss and mitigate the risk to all involved. Utilizing state of the art well control 
equipment, one of the newest and largest fleets of fire trucks, H2S safety, and 
medical services available in Western Canada, we can manage any oilfield or 
industrial emergency safely and efficiently.

Incidents do occur and when they do; you should have the best trained people 
protecting your workers. We have selected the strongest leaders, given them the 
best training and empowered them to be leaders both on and off-site. We stand 
behind our people so they can stand behind yours.

Equipment

• Fully Equipped Specialized Tool Crib

• High Volume Manifold System

• Stinger Assembly Skid

• High Volume Dry Chemical Units
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Emergency Response Services

Bravo Target Safety’s highly trained teams can respond to all emergency situations 
from a single call. Our proven emergency response protocols ensure the proper 
escalation takes place to suit the severity of the incident. Our 24 hour dispatch 
number will take the call and put all required resources in to action. All teams 
work together to support the common goal of minimizing risk to workers and 
property. With 9 operational bases in BC, Alberta and Saskatchewan we are able 
to respond quickly and efficiently to any emergency situation.

• Well Control and Blowout Recovery

• Disaster Response

• Industrial Fires

• H2S Release Response  

• Facilities / Gas Plants

• Pipeline / Tanker Spills

• Train Derailments

• Landfill Fires

• Wildfire Protection and Suppression

“We stand 
behind our 
people so 

 they can stand 
behind yours.”
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Locations

Red Deer | Head Office

118, 172 Clearview Drive
Red Deer County, AB T4E 0A1
Ph: (403) 343-6900
Fx: (403) 343-6914

Red Deer | Operations

264 Clearview Drive
Red Deer County, AB T4E 0A1
Ph: (403) 358-3003
Fx: (403) 358-3323

Grande Prairie

15802 - 94 Street
Grande Prairie, AB T8X 0B9
Ph: (780) 513-3779
Fx: (780)-513-3769

Bonnyville

#112, 5005-55 Avenue
Bonnyville, AB T9N 0A7
Ph: (780) 826-5552
Fx: (780) 826-6474 

BC AB SK

Calgary

1020, 736 8th Ave S.W.
Calgary, AB T2P 1H4
Ph: (403) 264-1160
Fx: (403) 264-1148

Lloydminster

5531 - 70th Avenue
Lloydminster, AB T9V 3N6
Ph: (780) 870-5350
Fx: (780) 870-5359

Edmonton

2157 - 87 Avenue
Edmonton, AB T6P 1L5
Ph: (780) 464-5372
Fx: (780) 464-5375

Fort St. John

8819 - 101 Street
Fort St. John, BC V1J 5K4
Ph: (250) 263-9551
Fx: (250) 263-9552

Drayton Valley

5638 - 56 Street
Drayton Valley, AB T7A 0B2
Ph: (780) 514-3884
Fx: (780) 514-3851

Fort McMurray

101, 210 MacAlpine Cres
Fort McMurray, AB T9H 4A6
Ph: (780) 743-0047
Fx: (780) 743-0057

24 Hour Toll Free Dispatch:
1.866.513.3779





WE GET YOUR PEOPLE 
HOME SAFELY EVERYDAY

BONNYVILLE | CALGARY | DRAYTON VALLEY | EDMONTON | FORT MCMURRAY
FORT ST. JOHN | GRANDE PRAIRIE | LLOYDMINSTER | RED DEER
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